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Description: The Rules Have Changed! Welcome to the NEW World of Publishing! Take control with this
SIMPLE process! Publish your book FAST! SPEND LESS and KEEP MORE of the Profits! In the past, many
worthy and talented writers never got their work published. You don't have so sort through a 400 page
book to self‐publish your book. You CAN Write a Book really is the "no‐nonsense guide to self‐
publishing." Julie Beyer shows you how streamline the writing process and bypass the impossible
barriers of traditional publishing to get your book in the hands of readers within weeks!
Most important points from the book
 Step‐by‐step process from idea inception to book in hand…and in record time
 Provides resources for writing, editing, printing, document design, and marketing

Testimonials:
“A Dream Come True. After reading Julie Beyer's book I realized that my dreams of writing and
publishing my own book could really come true. Julie's book is easy to read and a wonderful step by step
solution to self publishing. You CAN Write a Book, is a wonderful resource for anyone who is even
thinking of writing their own book.” R. Lim, Amazon Customer Review
“Inspired to Publish. For years I've been saying that I want to write a book, but it seemed so far from
reality. After reading Julie Beyer's book, my confidence soared, and I know now that writing and
publishing a book is within reach‐‐and not so difficult as I thought. The beauty of You CAN Write a Book
is that it is concise and to the point, distilling the facts down to what I need to know. Then, if I need
additional information or support, the resources at the end of each chapter point to credible internet
sites. To me, it's extremely valuable to learn the nuts and bolts from someone who has been there and
done that. This book is a real gem, and I will keep it close at hand as I navigate the writing and publishing
waters. Bravo! “L. Schuessler, Amazon Customer Review

“You CAN Write a Book was pleasure to read. Julie Beyer, MA, did a fantastic job at simplifying in a step‐
by‐step process, the method of publishing your own book. I reviewed her book with an open and critical
eye and found it to be professional, yet easy to read, follow and implement the steps to becoming your
own self‐publisher. I highly recommend this book to anyone thinking about writing their own book. It
contains numerous resources to help the struggling new writer as well as tips for the seasoned author
who has never self‐published. Kathryn Jo Shattler, Amazon Customer Review
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After taking her first self‐publishing class in 2002 and reading several books on the topic, Julie Beyer
realized that taking a book from concept to print was much easier than everyone was making it. After
self‐publishing her first two books, she decided to share her personal step‐by‐step process with others in
You CAN Write a Book: The No‐Nonsense Guide to Self‐Publishing. Beyer also speaks on the topic of self‐
publishing to professional groups, sharing her knowledge with professional groups across the country
including the Montana Dietetic Association and Massachusetts Dietetic Association.

